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Introduction to Thesis 

Fraudulence impacts both large corporations and individuals. Frauds large enough have 

the ability to take down large, successful corporations and can potentially have a significant 

effect on particular industries or even the economy as a whole if the fraud is large enough. 

Because fraud has such significant implications, it is important that society attempts to 

understand why fraud occurs, in order to minimize the impact it has on businesses and 

individuals.  

 Here I attempt to do just that, understand why fraud occurs. Using a psychological 

framework for fraud, assisted by the Fraud Triangle, I examine four fraud cases. At the 

conclusion of the examination of each case I align them to the Fraud Triangle elements, 

determining any motivations, opportunities, and rationalizations. 

Fraudulence is difficult to stop because it is driven by human behavior. Human behavior 

complicates this because it is dynamic and unpredictable. Each human is unique, making 

behavior patterns unpredictable. However, it is possible to identify situations in which fraud is 

likely, or even to identify specific risk factors for fraudulent behavior. This can be achieved by 

applying the framework by Pamela Murphy and Tina Dacin that I analyze.  

My research is small scale but is part of a larger body of work critical to minimizing 

fraud cases. Psychology has already laid the foundation for what needs to be done. Society must 

gain a better understanding of fraud to minimize the effects it has on businesses and individuals 

each year. Although we may years from achieving this, the end result will be worth both the wait 

and the research.  
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Introduction to Fraud 

The concept of financial fraud dates back as early as 300 BCE when a Greek sea 

merchant named Hegestratos took out a large insurance policy known as bottomry (Beattie, 

2020). Hegestratos borrowed money and agreed to pay it back with interest when the cargo, corn 

in this instance, was delivered. If Hegestratos refused to pay back the loan, the lender could 

claim the cargo and the boat used for its transportation. His plan was to sink his empty boat, keep 

the loan, and sell the cargo. Hegestratos’s plan backfired. After trying to sink the ship, he was 

chased off of the ship by his crew and drowned trying to escape.  

Fast forward about 500 years to 193 CE and another fraudulent activity is etched into 

history. During this time in the Roman Empire, the Praetorian Guard was a special group of 

soldiers that were supposed to be loyal to the emperor Pertinax (Hammond, 2018). The Guard 

conspired to assassinate the emperor and auctioned the Roman Empire off to the highest bidder. 

This bidder would end up being Julianus, who bought it for 250 pieces of gold. This transaction 

is considered fraudulent because the soldiers sold property they did not own. Julianus was never 

recognized as emperor and was quickly disposed of, resulting in a period of civil war in the 

empire and a time known as the year of the five emperors. These are very simple fraudulent 

schemes compared to what today’s criminals have been able to execute, aided by significant 

advancements in technology.  

Merriam-Webster dictionary defines fraud as “an act of deceiving or misrepresenting” 

and “intentional perversion of truth in order to induce another to part with something of value or 

surrender a legal right, (Fraud). Fraud can be executed in several schemes and has become more 

complex as time has progressed. Although many fraudulent schemes go undetected and come in 

many different forms, there are three types of fraud that are quite common: asset 

misappropriation, bribery/corruption, and financial statement fraud. 
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Common Types of Business Fraud 

One type of fraud commonly seen in the business world is asset misappropriation 

(Barrett, 2018). This type of fraud involves third parties or employees in a company who abuse 

their position of power to steal from the company. This type of fraud is usually committed by 

people within the company who were trusted to manage the assets and interests of the company. 

This would include board members, employees, and company directors. Types of asset 

misappropriation include inventory theft, theft of money, and theft of services.  

Another common business fraud is bribery/corruption. Bribery and corruption are 

substantially more costly than asset misappropriation. (Barrett, 2018). Examples of 

bribery/corruption include extortion and corporate espionage. 

The final common type of business fraud is financial statement fraud. This involves the 

manipulation of financial statements in order to create financial opportunities for an individual or 

entity. Examples of financial statement fraud include revenue overstatement, asset 

overstatement, and liability understatement (Barrett, 2018). 
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Psychological Fraud Framework 

In each instance of fraud that is discovered, psychologists and behavior analysts attempt 

to answer one question, “why?” Answering this question is not always possible but society has 

been trying in all instances of crime, not only fraud. Understanding the psychology behind 

fraudulent is important in order to minimize the cases. If society is better able to understand why 

criminals commit fraud, businesses can work to create conditions in which fraud is less likely to 

occur or can be detected very quickly. The psychology of committing fraud is under-researched 

considering its implications. More research and resources should be invested in the topic 

because, as long as business exists, so will the opportunity for fraud. 

In most cases, a criminal’s “why” is not clear at the moment they are caught in their 

fraudulent acts. Answering this question is difficult and could take a substantial amount of time. 

Pamela Murphy and Tina Dacin proposed a framework in their article, Psychological Pathways 

to Fraud: Understanding and Preventing Fraud in Organizations, in an attempt to discover the 

“why” in fraud cases. The framework provides three distinct pathways to fraud and is only 

applicable to those who believe fraud is wrong, and those who are not predisposed to fraud. A 

predisposition to fraud is an inclination to a specific attitude towards fraud or an inclination to 

act fraudulently beforehand. Also vital to the framework is the presence of the opportunity and 

motivation to commit fraud. Once these conditions exist, the framework moves to box 1. 
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Box 1’s leading question is “am I aware that this behavior is fraud?” If an individual is 

not aware that a behavior is fraudulent, they will not be able to resist committing fraud. 

Researchers have found that dispositional and situational factors both influence the ultimate 

realization of fraudulent behavior. Both types of factors would also influence the failure to 
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realize fraudulent behavior as well. Murphy and Dacin suggest situational factors that can 

overwhelm predispositions against fraud, which can lead to fraud.  

The first situational factor they describe is “obedience to authority,” (Murphy, Dacin, 

2011). In 1974, Milgram’s electrical shock study demonstrated this idea. Participants in his study 

were told to administer increasingly powerful electric shocks to a learner in the next room when 

a question was answered incorrectly. The experiment did not include any real shocking, 

however, participants believed they were administering real shocks When the shocks reached a 

certain level, the learner would cry for help and asked for it to stop. At the same time, the 

researcher instructs the participant to continue. Milgram found that all participants administered 

the shocks up to the 300-V level and 65% went to the strongest shock level available. This 

obedience effect would be especially present if individuals were predisposed to a moral 

foundation that emphasized being respectful and obedient to authority figures. Because this 

effect exists, individuals may be in situations where an authority figure instructs them to commit 

a fraudulent act. This individual may heed their authority and do what they are told, without 

regard for the ethicality of the actions. The second situational factor is “organizational climate.” 

Every organization has its own climate that determines how employees perform their jobs. 

Murphy and Dacin suggest that a specific work climate may lead to employees committing fraud 

without recognizing it. This climate is known as an egoist/local climate. In this climate, 

employees are expected to do almost anything to increase profits and are rewarded based on 

furthering the company’s interests. This climate may influence employees to commit fraud 

without thinking about it, because the intention is to increase profits and receive rewards. The 

next factor is “forecasts.” Forecasts apply specifically to fraudulent financial reporting. Murphy 

and Dacin argue that management can become so focused on meeting earnings forecasts that 
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they are ignorant to possible fraudulent activity. Individuals are so focused on meeting a goal 

that their actions become biased in order to satisfy meeting said goal. As a result, fraudulent 

activity may occur, possibly without the individual even realizing it. The last factor Murphy and 

Dacin propose states that all of the factors interact with one another. Each of these factors will 

lead to answering the question of box 1 with “no.” When this is the answer, preventing fraud 

becomes impossible. An answer of no directly leads to committing fraud while upholding one’s 

moral values. In order to deter fraud, an individual must be aware that the behavior in question is 

fraudulent.  

Once an individual realizes the behavior in question is fraudulent, they move to box 2. 

Box 2 is titled “I use affect-laden moral intuition,” (Murphy, Dacin, 2011). The question of this 

box is “does my intuition tell me committing this fraud is acceptable?” Again, this step only 

occurs if individuals are aware that the questioned behavior is fraudulent. In this step, individuals 

make the decision whether to commit the fraudulent behavior based on both intuition and moral 

reasoning. When faced with the dilemma, the individual will first base their decision on an 

“instantaneous intuition.” This intuition is described as “automatic, effortless, and affect-laden.” 

If intuition tells the individual that committing fraud is wrong, they will likely not commit fraud 

because of their “gut feeling.” On the other hand, if intuition tells the individual it is acceptable, 

they are likely to commit fraud and will be able to rationalize the behavior. When the intuition is 

unclear, the individual will turn to a more rational and reasoning stage, the moral intuition stage. 

In this stage individuals are faced with affect (emotions) when making decisions. This stage 

allows the individual to experience the negative emotions related to making ethical judgements, 

which in turn help the individual decide how to act. Negative affect deals specifically with the 

ability to deter negative emotions when making ethical decisions. If one can reduce the amount 
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of negative emotions they feel when making an unethical decision, they will act unethically and 

be able to rationalize their action. This will most likely result in repeated offences, as the 

individual will feel no guilt for their actions. 

Box 3 is titled “I use reasoning,” (Murphy, Dacin, 2011).  The leading question is “are 

the benefits greater than the costs of committing fraud?” This stage comes as a result of 

conflicting or unclear intuition discussed in box 2. Unlike intuition, this reasoning stage is 

described as “more controlled, effortful, and rational.” Individuals in this stage compare the 

benefits of committing fraud to the costs. Benefits may include financial rewards and revenge, 

while possible costs include getting caught and jail time. If an individual decides the costs of 

committing fraud outweigh the benefits, they will not commit fraud, resulting in an end to the 

framework. If an individual decides that the benefits outweigh the costs, they will commit fraud. 

As a result, they will move to box 4, which is titled “I commit fraud.” 

Box 4’s leading question is “I experience negative affect. How will I reduce it?” 

(Murphy, Dacin, 2011). Individuals who commit fraud are expected to experience negative affect 

because it is contrary to their ethical values, assuming they are not predisposed to fraud. When 

exposed to this negative affect, individuals attempt to reduce this negative affect. Box 4 provides 

four different methods in which an individual may attempt to reduce the negative affect they 

experience, each leading to different endpoints in the framework. The first method is simply 

tolerating the affect. These individuals are unable to reduce the negative affect they experience; 

therefore, they learn to simply tolerate it. Murphy and Dacin believe these individuals live in a 

constant cycle of negative affect. This method leads back to the box 4, which depicts the cycle 

Murphy and Dacin believe these individuals live in. The second method is for the individual to 

confess to or fix the fraud. Fraudsters who feel an overwhelming amount of guilt or feel they are 
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about to be caught may confess or even try to reverse the fraud they have committed. According 

to Murphy and Dacin, based on anecdotal evidence, confession/fixes occur less frequently than 

in other methods. This method leads to an endpoint where the individual is unlikely to commit 

fraud again. Murphy and Dacin find it reasonable to believe that if an individual confesses or 

fixes the fraud, they are unlikely to commit fraud again. The individual acted this way in the first 

place to reduce negative affect and likely does not want to experience these emotions again. The 

third method is to “self-affirm, cleanse myself, or change my attitude.” Individuals who turn to 

this method are motivated to see themselves positively to combat their fraudulent behavior. 

These individuals are motivated to improve their self-image. Self-affirmation, self-cleansing, and 

attitude changes all help fraudsters shed positive light on their self-images, helping them cope 

with the negative affect they experience. This method leads to an endpoint in which the 

individual is likely to continue committing fraud. Self-affirmation, cleansing, and attitude change 

all result in individuals reducing their negative affect. Because their negative affect is continually 

reduced, they can continue with their fraudulent behaviors. These individuals must repeatedly 

use these methods for as long as they are committing fraud for the behavior to continue.  

The final method Murphy and Dacin posit is rationalizing the fraud. In this method, 

individuals attempt to justify their behavior to reduce negative affect. These rationalizations 

include changing their perception of the situation as means to justify the behavior. These 

individuals still hold the same overall belief about the behavior but can justify it mentally as a 

coping mechanism. This method leads to an endpoint in which an individual can commit fraud 

while upholding their moral values. This is believed to be the worst outcome for fraudsters. 

These individuals can act and quickly rationalize their actions, resulting in reduced or absent 
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negative affect. This becomes dangerous, as the fraudster will be able to continue fraudulent 

behavior and experience little to no negative emotions due to constant justification.  

Murphy and Dacin’s framework is pivotal to fraud prevention and detection efforts. 

According to research by the two, organizations lose an estimated 5% of annual revenues to 

fraud. They also write that “despite fraud prevention efforts such as increased legislation and 

enforcement or increased emphasis on ‘tone at the top,’ fraud remains relatively entrenched 

within organizations.” Murphy and Dacin’s framework is a great step towards understanding the 

psychological pathways to fraud. To truly understand and better prevent fraud, however, more 

research must be added to the foundation Murphy and Dacin have set.  
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The Fraud Triangle 

As mentioned before, Murphy and Dacin’s framework is based on ideas of the fraud 

triangle. The triangle itself is important when trying to understand a perpetrator’s “why.” The 

fraud triangle is used by both sociologists and psychologists in understanding crimes. American 

criminologist Donald Cressey developed the fraud triangle after interviewing more than 120 

white-collar criminals and discovered that there were more elements than just financial 

motivations for their criminal violations. Cressey identified three elements and deemed them 

necessary for white-collar crime.  

The first element involves a problem that creates a unique possibility to fix the problem 

(Schuchter, Levi, 2016). This element is motivation, which in newer literature, is often divided 

into pressure and incentive. It is not denied that financial benefit is an existing incentive for 

fraudulent acts, but research has shown that fraud is not only about money. Heath (2008, p. 600) 

wrote “…if greed combined with opportunity really cause crime in any significant sense, then 

there would be a lot more crime, simply because greed is ubiquitous as human motive and the 

world is rife with opportunity.” Motivation can also be modified by external circumstances, 

which is a reason organizations with ample opportunity experience little to no fraud. These 

motivations can be financial, non-financial, organizational, and private. Examples of motivation 

include but are not limited to: greed, external financing, perceived injustice, and demonstrations 

of power. Motivation can also turn into a pressure. If the problem is perceived as unsolvable by 

the perpetrator, except through fraud, then pressure arises.  

The individual then must regard their position of trust as an opportunity to commit a 

crime. Because the perpetrator was put in this position, they have access to certain aspects of the 

organization, thus granting an opportunity for crime. Benson et al (2009) propose that all forms 

of white-collar crime have “opportunity structures,” (Schuchter, Levi, 2016). These opportunity 
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structures consist of specific opportunity characteristics and vary by fraud. They assume that 

fraudsters react to opportunity structures. If a fraud is made harder to commit, the number of 

times it occurs and is attempted will be reduced in the long run. Examples of opportunities are 

weak internal control systems, unstable/too complex company structure, a permissive work 

environment, and negligence. 

 Rationalization, the final element, is used to rid of the view that the criminal’s conduct 

was wrong (Schuchter, Levi, 2016). Rationalizations help criminals move on or even help them 

continue with their fraudulent acts. White-collar criminals attempt to alleviate bad conscience to 

create a perception that their fraud is less wrong in order to satisfy self-esteem and a favorable 

self-concept. Blickle et al (2006) analyzed through empirical data from 76 white-collar criminals 

and 150 non-criminal managers that the need for social acceptance is higher in fraudsters and 

that narcissistic tendencies are stronger in these individuals. Their rationalizations tend to be 

used to avoid the loss of their social status and a tainting of their self-image. Frequent 

neutralization techniques used by offenders include “nobody will get hurt,” “I deserve more,” 

“business is business,” and so on.  

It has been proposed that when diagnosing fraud there are not only three, but four 

elements of interest. It is argued that individuals not only require a motivation, opportunity, and 

rationalization, but also capability. Individuals must not only be presented with an opportunity; 

they must also understand that there is an existing opportunity to defraud. In other words, “the 

perception and other skills, which are required to carry out activities, have to be distinguished 

from the opportunity element itself,” (Schuchter, Levi, 2016). Hence Wolfe and Hermanson 

(2004) proposed this expansion of the fraud triangle to a new model, the fraud diamond, with the 

fourth element being capability. Some of the traits and abilities this element contains include: 
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individual know-how, resistance to stress, confidence, ego, lying skills, and coercion skills. 

Contrary to rationalizations, Schuchter and Levi detected a “fraud-inhibiting inner voice” present 

in the perpetrators before the crimes of their interviewees. The inner voice is the gut feeling that 

wrongdoing has occurred and results in a guilty/bad conscience. Their interviewees argue that 

“this voice is highly influenced by the corporate culture in their companies and-at least in their 

cases- becomes quieter over time until the fraud occurs,” (Schuchter, Levi, 2016).  

Top management and staff should work to create a corporate environment with a low 

fraud-risk culture in accordance with the proposed fraud diamond elements. Fraudulent 

opportunities are rarely completely eliminated, but it should be possible to reduce the 

attractiveness by means of detective/preventive measures. These measures serve as means of 

deterrence of fraudulent behavior.  

As time has gone on, fraud schemes have become more complex and harder to detect. In 

most cases, by the time the fraud is uncovered, the company has already suffered great losses. 

Understanding why fraud occurs is an on-going process and companies can only learn from 

analyzing prior instances. In this next portion of my paper I analyze four different cases of fraud, 

chosen based upon their notoriety. Each case is aligned with the fraud triangle to ultimately 

understand why each fraud occurred.  
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Bank of China 

The first case occurred with the Bank of China (Higgins, 2012) The Bank of China 

(BOC) was established in February 1912, and functioned as the country’s central, international 

settlement, and international trade bank until 1949 (BOC 2009). After the founding of the 

People’s Republic of China, the BOC became state-owned and engaged in foreign exchange and 

trade. In 1994, it was restructured into a state-owned commercial bank. In August 2004, BOC 

was incorporated into Bank of China Limited and went public on the Hong Kong Stock 

Exchange in June 2006 and on the Shanghai Stock Exchange in July 2006. As a result, the bank 

became the first Chinese commercial bank listed in the Chinese Mainland and in Honk Kong. 

The bank’s major stockholder is Central Huijin Investment Limited, owning 67% of BOC. BOC 

has substantial overseas operations, resulting in greater exposure to international business and 

regulatory standards. The governance structure of BOC is that of a joint-stock company.
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 The BOC is one of the “Big Four” state-owned commercial banks. The Big Four are the 

Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, BOC, Agricultural Bank of China, and China 

Construction Bank. Together, the Big Four account for most of the country’s market. The Big 

Four face little competitive threat and are known for their poor risk controls. They are less 

profitable, less efficient, and have worse asset quality than most other banks in China. China’s 

banking system is notably different than those in the West, in that it is state owned and plays a 

large role in commercial-enterprise financing. The Chinese government holds, on average, 53% 

of a listed company’s total shares, with the next largest shareholder holding roughly 10% 

(Higgins, 2012). Government officials are often appointed as bank managers and directors. Close 

to 90% of Chinese enterprise financing comes from the banks. As a point of reference, in the 

U.S, capital markets account for about only half of total business financing. In Japan, a bank-

centered economy, bank financing accounts for only about two-thirds of total business financing 

(Higgins, 2012).  

The four largest commercial banks in China are owned primarily by the state. The second 

largest group of banks is made up of 11 joint stock banks that emerged after the economic 

reforms. This group of banks is co-owned by the government and other interests. These banks, 

less constrained by government directives, are more committed to profitability. 

With its growth, China’s banking sector has been deemed more vulnerable to fraud than 

the banking sectors of other developed countries. China’s corporate culture developed relatively 

recently; therefore, the distinction between government and commercial functions is still blurred. 

State officials still often sit in top positions at banks; they interfere with banking operations and 

do not base decisions on commercial principles.  
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Chinese banks have accumulated large amounts of assets due to the Chinese public’s 

tendency to save. Unfortunately, these banks manage these assets poorly. State-owned banks 

often extend credit to weak but privileged borrowers and then continue approving further loans 

to these borrowers in order to avoid reporting non-performing loans. At the end of 1997, non-

performing loans generated by China’s state-owned commercial banks were equivalent to $400 

billion (Chan 2001). Capital injection has played a role in reducing non-performing loans at 

BOC and other Chinese banks. In 1997 at BOC, 60% of total loans were estimated as non-

performing. By 2002 this was reduced to about 26% and by 2004 it was reduced to around 5%. 

In 2009, the rate was under 2%, ranking BOC 11
th

 among the world’s top 1,000 banks (Higgins, 

2012). However, this was insufficient to address the bank’s balance-sheet problems and there 

was a lack of deterrence to prevent banks from using the same patterns of lending as before. 
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After China entered the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2001, there was an 

initiative to strengthen corporate governance and risk management, which helped uncover many 

fraud cases at Chinese banks. In 2005, China’s Ministry of Commerce revealed that over 4,000 

corrupt officials had fled the country, with assets amounting to nearly $50 billion lost (Higgins, 

2012). Corruption is a crime that can be punished capitally in China; however, the death penalty 

is often reduced in non-political cases.  

One of the most notable fraud schemes in at the BOC was discovered in 2001, coinciding 

with China’s entrance in the WTO. While working to improve their systems to comply with 

WTO requirements, BOC auditors discovered that amounts equivalent to half a billion U.S. 

dollars were missing from the bank’s accounts (Higgins, 2012).  

According to Hong Kong authorities, Xu Chaofan was the mastermind of the scheme and 

was a former general manager at the Kaiping branch. He began illegal transfer and use of BOC 

funds in the early 90s and stole an estimated $400+ million. Chaofon was promoted to manager 

of the regional headquarters at Guangzhou in 1999. There he netted an additional $80 million 

with two succeeding Kaiping general managers, Yu Zhendong and Xu Guojun.  

In the 1990s, many mainland Chinese set up what was known as “window” companies to 

speculate in stocks and real estate in Hong Kong. The three worked together to create two 

window companies in 1992. These companies were used as vehicles to invest BOC funds and to 

pull in profits for themselves and as a diversion for the stolen funds. Relatives of Chaofan set up 

both companies, Ever Joint Properties and Yau Hip Trading Limited. The companies acted as 

investing arms of BOC Kaiping; however, there was no permission to remit these funds by a 

BOC senior branch manager. Furthermore, some funds from Ever Joint were funneled to a third 

organization, Land Galaxy Limited, which paid salaries and expenses incurred by the 
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perpetrators. Ever Joint funds were also moved to other accounts controlled by the perpetrators at 

casinos and other financial institutions. Their fraudulent transaction was a bank loan. BOC funds 

were remitted to Ever Joint in Hong Kong mostly by using false information to show loans made 

to intermediary companies in Hong Kong, even though there was never any actual business 

between Ever Joint and the intermediaries.  

Ever Joint funded three expensive Hong Kong apartments and the perpetrators also used 

some of the funds for investing in real properties, stocks, index futures, and foreign exchange. 

They also deposited large sums of money into accounts controlled by themselves, wives, and 

relatives at casinos in Australia and the United States (Clifford et al. 2002).  

In October 2001, a change at BOC in the structure providing for the transfer of funds and 

centralization of information helped auditors discover differences in the books of BOC Kaiping. 

On October 13
th

, the auditors examined the records for the branch and discovered that a large 

amount of money was missing. That same day, the three managers did not show for work, 

fleeing to Hong Kong, using Hong Kong identity cards for entry. On the 15
th

 they left Hong 

Kong for Canada. Their last stop was the U.S. In the U.S., they were able to gain citizenship for 

themselves and their wives through loopholes in the system and forged documentation. 

Zhendong even arranged a marriage with a naturalized U.S. woman to gain citizenship. Police in 

China, Hong Kong, Canada, and the U.S. all participated in the investigation. Zhendong was 

arrested in Los Angeles in December 2002. He pleaded guilty to racketeering in February 2004 

but would eventually return to China and be sentenced to 12 years after China promised to 

exempt him from the death penalty. Guojun was arrested in Kansas in September 2004, and 

Chaofan in Oklahoma in October 2004. In 2009 Chaofan was sentenced to 25 years in prison and 

Guojun 22 years.  
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After analyzing the information from this case, it appears the leading motivation for this 

fraud was financial incentive. The perpetrators seem to have been looking to further their wealth. 

Evidence of this comes from them using the stolen funds to buy property, invest, and gamble. No 

information was provided that suggests the perpetrators had an agenda against China, its banking 

system, or BOC. The case provides no evidence to suggest that the motivation was anything 

other than financial incentive.  

Ample opportunities were provided for this fraud to occur. First, since bank managers 

had authority to make loans and transfers without controls, the stolen funds went undetected by 

BOC’s auditing process for years. Lack of supervision and non-performing loans also helped 

hide the fraud. There was also an auditing weakness in which the system was unable to clear and 

verify many accounts simultaneously. This left a couple of days for bank managers to transfer 

funds through accounts to camouflage shortages. In addition, Chaofan, the “mastermind,” was 

general manager at the Kaiping branch and was eventually promoted to regional headquarters at 

Guangzhou. Being in these high positions provided him the opportunity to manipulate controls, 

making it easier for the fraud to occur and to go undetected. Zhendong and Guojun were 

opportunities in themselves. Without them it would have been hard for Chaofan to orchestrate 

and execute this fraud by himself. Had he been alone, the fraud likely would have been detected 

faster due to a mistake by Chaofan. It is also likely that Chaofan would not have started the 

fraud, or ended it early out of fear, if he was alone. His cousin and his cousin’s wife were also 

co-conspirators. Both were directors and managers of Ever Joint Properties and signatories of the 

bank account. The cousin’s wife also ran Yau Hip Trading and was the signatory of its bank 

account. Lastly, China’s banking system itself can be deemed an opportunity as well. As 

mentioned before, due to its growth, its banking sector was deemed more vulnerable to fraud 
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than banking sectors of developed countries. Also, non-performing loans were a big problem for 

China as a whole. These loans would later help mask the fraud that was occurring under the nose 

of BOC.  

The case does not mention any rationalizations of the perpetrators. However, according to 

the framework proposed by Murphy and Dacin, rationalization must take place for fraudulent 

acts to be carried out over long periods of time. Without rationalization, one will be overcome by 

a bad conscience and will either admit to the fraud or try to fix it. In this case, neither of these 

actions occurred. The case doesn’t mention specifics, but the rationalizations more than likely 

were related to financial incentive based on the facts provided about the use of the stolen funds. 
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Wells Fargo 

The next case happened quite recently, the Wells Fargo fraud. In 2011, some say as early 

as 2009, Wells Fargo employees were creating fake accounts to meet sales quotas. In some cases, 

employees contacted customers to get permission to set up temporary accounts. Most of the time, 

however, the accounts were not approved by the customers and were made without their 

knowledge. To prevent these customers from becoming aware of the accounts, employees 

provided fake email addresses to customers. When account initializations occurred, the 

notifications would be sent to the fake email address, resulting in the customers being ignorant to 

the activity in their accounts. Employees also used pressure tactics in which they put customers 

on the spot, getting them to sign up for products without having all the details. In these instances, 

customers often returned to question these products after receiving mail notifications regarding 

products and accounts they were unaware of. The constant opening and closing of accounts 

usually negatively impacted the credit scores of customers. The damage of credit scores possibly 

resulted in higher interest rates, denied credit, and denied employment.  

Before the discovery of the fraud, Wells Fargo was regarded as one of the only 

trustworthy banks in the U.S. As a result of the fraud, Wells has lost consumer and public 

confidence. Wells Fargo’s stock dropped more than 12% during September 2016. John Stumpf, 

then CEO, worked for Wells for 34 years and was CEO since 2007. After the discovery of the 

fraud, Stumpf was required to testify before Congress and forfeited much of his compensation 

for the year. In September 2016, Wells agreed to pay $185 million in fines for creating 1.5 

million unauthorized debit accounts, and half a million unauthorized credit accounts. The 

company agreed to refund $5 million to customers (Albrecht, 2017).  

Motivation from this fraud appears to have come from an intense sales culture, created by 

CEO John Stumpf, who pushed a program known as the “Gr-eight Initiative.” This initiative 
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aimed to increase the average customer’s number of financial products from six to eight. Each 

day, bankers would set a sales goal. Lower-level employees were required to meet set metrics in 

four categories: daily solutions, credit products, loan volume, and partner referrals. To qualify 

for bonuses, employees needed to meet or exceed expectations in three of the four categories. 

When employees fell short of the set goals, they met criticism from managers. Managers would 

also assign employees who fell short of their goals to a “call night.” This involved cold-calling 

existing customers to upsell products. Wells Fargo was looking for ways to maximize earnings 

from existing customers and decided to do this by creating a culture that was built on unrealistic 

sales goals and promoting a permissive environment to do whatever it took to meet those goals.  

The opportunity for this fraud to take place was created through a culture that was built 

on relentlessly meeting sales goals. Two million accounts were forced upon their customer base 

in an effort among the employees to meet sales goals. Management criticized employees who 

failed to meet goals and praised those who met them. This environment caused employees to lose 

interest in what was best for customers and in turn focus on doing whatever it took to meet their 

goals and impress management. Management also failed to audit their employees, or perhaps the 

activity was noticed but overlooked to meet said goals they created. Without such a culture, 

employees could have focused more on customer satisfaction, rather than management 

satisfaction. This in turn would have reduced the risk of fraud occurring.  

Not only was the permissive environment the biggest opportunity for the fraud, but it also 

provided rationalization for the perpetrators. Management encouraged meeting sales quotas, 

rewarding employees with bonuses when they met goals. Creating fake accounts was instantly 

rationalized by the meeting of goals. When creating fake accounts led to management 

satisfaction, it was easy for employees to continue the behavior. Failure to meet goals resulted in 
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criticism and sometimes even extra work; therefore, employees wanted to avoid this aspect of the 

sales culture. Employees could think of their fraudulent activities as necessary for the company’s 

best interest. Evidence has shown that managers punished whistleblowers and employees who 

attempted to raise concerns were harassed or even fired. As employees noticed the organization 

rewarding those who committed fraud and punishing those who spoke out, rationalization came 

easier, and as a result so did fraudulent activity.  
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WorldCom 

In 2001, the telecom market was a tough and competitive scene. The number of 

competitive local telephone companies dropped to 150 from 330 the previous year (Beresford et 

al. 2003, 51.) This rugged telecom scene led to the next fraudulent case, which is quite notorious, 

WorldCom. WorldCom was very successful. John Sidgmore, former top WorldCom executive, 

listed some of the company’s achievements to the Committee on Financial Services of the U.S. 

House of Representatives: WorldCom had outstanding assets; at the time the company had 

annual revenues of over $30 billion and more than 60,000 employees. WorldCom had more than 

20 million customers and their MCI phone service handled 70 million phone calls every 

weekend. Tens of thousands of businesses depended on WorldCom’s services as the largest 

Internet carrier in the world, as it provided Internet services to around 100 countries on six 

continents. The company also provided customer service to 80 million Social Security 

beneficiaries, air traffic control applications for the Federal Aviation Administration, network 

management for the Department of Defense, and critical data network services for the U.S. 

Postal Service. WorldCom also provided long-distance voice and data communications services 

for the House, Senate, and the General Accounting Office. In addition, WorldCom provided 

support for law enforcement, homeland security agencies, and agencies dealing with national 

security (Zekany, 2004).  

All these accolades came behind the strength of Bernie Ebbers, former CEO of 

WorldCom. Ebbers was described as “risk-seeking, free-spending, and overzealous,” (Zekany, 

2004). Ebbers was able to attract people to his Board of Directors, management, stockholders, 

and investment team. Perhaps most notably, Ebbers orchestrated mergers with 75 companies, 

relying mostly on WorldCom stock as currency. His ability to execute so many mergers 
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portrayed him as quite successful; however, it would prove to be a great obstacle for not only 

him, but also WorldCom. The numerous acquisitions hindered WorldCom’s customer support.  

Ebbers once told a Fortune reporter, “Our goal is not to capture market share or be 

global. Our goal is to be the No. 1 stock on Wall Street” (Charan et al. 2002). As a result of this 

goal, WorldCom and the stock market had a close relationship. In the beginning, the company 

was meeting or beating analysts’ forecasts. If a company’s reported earnings failed to meet or 

exceed these expectations, the price of the company’s security usually declined. Beginning 

around July 2000, WorldCom’s expenses as a percentage of its total revenue began to increase, 

resulting in a decline in the rate of growth of WorldCom’s earnings. The decline in earnings 

created a risk that its earnings would fail to meet expectations and the price of its securities 

would, in turn, fall (United States of America v. Scott D. Sullivan and Buford Yates, Jr. 2002, 6). 

This brought pressure on WorldCom to continue impressing investors and analysts. Perhaps, 

however, the most pressure came from Ebbers himself. Ebbers used WorldCom’s stock as 

collateral for loans to fund his life outside of the business. If the stock price of the company fell, 

the collateral would not be enough to secure his loans. WorldCom advertised itself as a high-

growth company. Revenue growth played a significant role in WorldCom’s success, and analysts 

admired the way WorldCom was outgrowing its industry. Ebbers believed that revenue growth 

was essential to increasing WorldCom’s stock market value.  

The accounting function at WorldCom was led by CFO Scott Sullivan who worked at the 

headquarters located in Clinton, Mississippi. One of the main shady accounting practices 

surrounded the Monthly Revenue Reports (MonRev). This was reported to Ebbers from the 

Revenue Reporting and Accounting group. The MonRev provided a revenue picture of the entire 

company for any given period. It contained a collection of spreadsheets and schedules with 
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detailed revenue data and comparisons to budgeted numbers. Also attached to the MonRev was 

detail of adjustments made at the corporate level, known as the Corporate Unallocated schedule. 

The MonRev had limited access to it and the Corporate Unallocated schedule was even more 

restricted. Aside from Ebbers and Sullivan, only a handful of employees outside the Revenue 

Accounting group consistently received the full MonRev. Most WorldCom managers only 

received the parts of the MonRev relevant to their position. Access to the Corporate Unallocated 

schedule was limited to Ebbers, Sullivan, and those directly involved in the revenue recording 

and reporting processes.  

WorldCom’s ultimate demise came from the mismanagement of an expense known as 

line costs. In the telecom world, customers will communicate over networks that may or may not 

be owned by the company. Therefore, WorldCom employed “on-net” and “off-net” strategies. 

The on-net strategy provided voice calls and data transmissions through their own networks and 

facilities. For customers not directly connected to its network, WorldCom paid fees to use off-net 

connections and facilities from other companies. These fees paid to use facilities belonging to 

other companies were referred to as “line costs.” Line cost management was critical to the 

company’s profitability since these costs accounted for about half of the company’s total 

expenses. As a result, management and analysts monitored the line cost ratios and trends. The 

company’s best measure of line cost management was the ratio of line cost expense to revenue, 

known as the “line cost E/R ratio.” An increase in the line cost E/R ratio meant low performance. 

This could result from under-usage of used facilities or overpayment for these facilities.  

To manage the line cost E/R ratio, WorldCom used line cost accruals. At the end of each 

month, WorldCom estimated the costs for their off-net facilities using adjusting journal entries to 

recognize the estimated costs as a period expense. Until paid, they would remain in a liability 
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account. However, line cost accruals estimates are hard to make with precision, especially when 

dealing with international services (Beresford et al. 2003, 68). WorldCom adjusted its accruals as 

the company learned about charges it could expect. Because these line costs were so crucial to 

WorldCom’s bottom line, the pressure was on the managers to find ways to reduce these 

expenses. As the economic condition worsened, Ebbers and Sullivan became more pressed to 

improve cost savings.  

In 2001, Sullivan directed General Accounting to reduce Wireless division’s expense for 

line costs by $150 million to reduce line costs. When an employee contacted the VP of Wireless 

Finance, they were surprised, as there was no support for the entry. The VP refused to execute 

the entry over and over, even after multiple calls and reassurances from Sullivan. Going around 

the VP, the company had the data entry done by a subordinate, who made large, round-dollar 

journal entries quite often. Sluggish revenue growth and excess off-net costs pushed the 

company’s line cost E/R ratio up in late 2000-early 2001. Senior management put pressure on the 

groups in the company responsible for reducing line costs. Senior line cost managers were 

challenged to come up with a plan to get the ratio back to the level it was in the first quarter of 

2000 (41%). A former executive described this challenge as “unbearable, greater than he had 

ever experienced in his fourteen years with the company” (Beresford et al. 2003, 94).  

In order to reach the 41%-line cost E/R ratio target, line costs would have to have been 

reduced by $1.5 billion and domestic Internet line costs by $700 million annually. On April 17, 

2001, managers concluded they could not reduce line costs enough to bring the line cost E/R 

ratio down to the target levels. By April 20
th

, Troy Normand, a director in General Accounting, 

told a manager in the department to book an entry that would reduce line costs by $771 million 

and increase two asset accounts by that amount ($629 million in other long-term assets and $142 
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million in construction in progress. Normand gave the manager a document that provided the 

amounts and account numbers but did not provide any further support or explanation for the 

entry. The manager booked the entries on April 20
th

 and it is noted that this manager often 

booked entries in amounts between $500 million and $1 billion without any support.  

The classification of the $629 million of line costs as other long-term assets was only 

temporary. Normand explained that they were just holding the costs in that account until they 

“figured out what to do with them.” Over the 23
rd

 and 24
th

 of April, this same manager, under the 

instruction of Normand, transferred $402 million of the $629 million from the other long-term 

assets account to the construction-in-progress account. The remaining $227 million of the $629 

million was offset by an accrual release from an account for Ocean Cable Liability. The result 

was that of the $771 million reduction in line costs, $544 million was capitalized in the 

construction-in-progress asset account. The capitalization of these costs was crucial to the 

company in reaching their line cost ratio goal. The quarterly report after this capitalization 

indicated $4.108 billion in line costs, which included the $771 million reduction in line costs, 

resulting in a line cost E/R ratio of 42% rather than 50% (Beresford et al. 2003, 105-108). The 

capitalization of these line costs helped the company get much closer to the goal of 41% from the 

first quarter of 2000, making it look much more profitable since these line costs account for 

almost half of the company’s total expenses.  

In 2001, Arthur Andersen, WorldCom’s auditor, reported that the balance sheets and 

income statements presented fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 

WorldCom…in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States 

(Andersen, from WorldCom’s 10-K405 for the period ending 12/31/2001). WorldCom received 

a clean opinion for their financials. 
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Then came WorldCom’s demise. The company enjoyed an amazing period of growth in 

the 90s before falling in the early 2000s. This case is considered the largest accounting scandal in 

history from an internal financial accounting perspective.  

The leading motivation in this case is the price of WorldCom’s securities. Around July of 

2000, WorldCom experienced a decline in the rate of growth of its earnings. This created a risk 

that, unless performance changed, earnings would have failed to meet analysts’ expectations, 

resulting in a drop in the market price of the company’s securities. Not only was pressure applied 

by external investors and analysts, but also from CEO Ebbers. Ebbers pledged his holdings of the 

company stock as collateral for loans to finance the purchase of his personal interests outside of 

the business. If the company’s stock price fell, the collateral would be insufficient to secure his 

loans. Another motivation came from the company marketing itself as a high-growth company, 

with revenue growth playing a key role in the company’s early success. Ebbers bragged to 

analysts about revenue growth and believed it was key to increasing its stock market value so the 

stock could be used as currency for expansion through acquisitions. These pressures forced 

Ebbers, Sullivan, and senior management to make sure the company’s stock was not declining. 

To do this, they had to manage revenue growth and line cost management, among other things. 

WorldCom grew so rapidly that analysts and investors set high expectations that were impossible 

to achieve, unless they engaged in fraudulent activity. The pressure to achieve was the leading 

motivation in this case.  

Ebbers and Sullivan created the opportunity for this fraud to take place through their 

dominant leadership styles. They created a work culture in which everyone under them was 

submissive to their orders and wouldn’t dare question or go against their wishes. This allowed 

Ebbers and Sullivan to be deeply involved in the accounting and financial processes. For 
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example, Ebbers and Sullivan assigned special projects to the internal audit department. In the 

fall of 2000, he assigned them to generate the ERP. This was a compilation of schedules and 

trend analyses for tracking orders, activations, disconnections, and cancellations received by the 

company each month, estimating revenues associated with those orders. This had no audit 

purpose or use, but enabled Ebbers and senior management to track increases or decreases in 

orders placed with the company and possible swings in revenue. As mentioned earlier, similar 

dominance was held over the MonRev, the monthly revenue report received from the revenue 

reporting and accounting group. Distribution of the MonRev was limited and most employees 

didn’t even receive the full MonRev, only parts deemed “relevant” to their position. These 

dominating personality and leadership styles created the opportunity for Ebbers and Sullivan to 

get employees to do whatever they asked. They had influence in accounting and finance 

departments and the employees in these departments were submissive to the manipulative 

procedures they were employing, leading to the fraud that occurred.  

Ebbers and Sullivan enjoyed celebrity status. They were featured in Fortune Magazine 

and Sullivan was awarded a CFO excellence award by CFO Magazine in 1998. This status, 

coupled with their dominant personality and leadership styles, made it hard for their subordinates 

to challenge their authority and decision-making. Rationalization was created for subordinates as 

they could justify fraudulent actions in the name of following orders. Kim Emigh, former budget 

and financial analyst witnessed the anger of executives when practices were questioned. Loyalty 

was well compensated, as select employees were paid beyond the guidelines of the company’s 

approved salary and bonus schedules. There is even record of the Board of Directors approving 

requests that should have been denied, in fear of confronting Ebbers. This culture created 
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rationalization for all involved with the fraud, as they were just doing following orders from their 

superiors.  
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Enron 

The final case is Enron, perhaps the most famous case of fraud in history thus far. Enron 

was formed from the merger of Houston Natural Gas and Internorth after the deregulation of 

natural gas pipelines. As a result of the merger, the company incurred massive debt and no 

longer had exclusive rights to its pipelines. CEO Kenneth Lay hired McKinsey & Co. to assist in 

producing a strategy to keep Enron afloat. Jeffrey Skilling, a hire of McKinsey & Co., was 

assigned to the task and came up with the idea of a “gas bank.” Enron would buy gas from a 

network of suppliers and sell it to a network of consumers. Lay was impressed and opened a new 

division, Enron Finance Corp., with Skilling at the head of the division. Skilling hired the best 

traders, recruiting from top MBA schools in the country and competing with investment banks 

for talent. His most notable hire was Andrew Fastow, a 29-year-old Kellogg MBA who would 

become CFO in 1998 after being hired in 1990. This division would eventually generate drastic 

profits and dominate the market for natural gas contracts.  

In 1996, Skilling became Enron’s chief operating officer. He convinced Lay that the 

same model could be used for electric energy. The two traveled the country, pitching the idea to 

power companies and energy regulators. In 1997, Enron acquired Portland General Electric 

Corp. By the end of that year, Skilling developed the division known as Enron Capital and Trade 

Resources into the nation’s largest wholesale buyer and seller of natural gas and electricity. 

Revenue grew to $7 billion from $2 billion and the number of employees to more than 2,000 

from 200. The gas bank concept helped Enron create markets for anything that anyone was 

willing to trade: contracts in coal, paper, steel, water, etc.  

Enron also developed Enron Online (EOL) in October 1999. EOL assisted Enron in their 

online trading and credit risk management. EOL was a huge success, handling $335 billion in 

online commodity trades in 2000. In January 2000, Enron planned to build a high-speed 
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broadband telecom network and to trade bandwidth the same way it traded natural gas and 

electricity. In July of 2000, Enron and Blockbuster announced a deal to provide video on-

demand via high speed Internet lines. In August 2000, Enron’s stock hit an all-time high of 

$90.56.  

Although Enron’s image with the public was growing positively, the culture of the 

company was growing in the opposite direction. Skilling instituted a system known as the 

performance review committee (PRC), which would become known as the harshest employee-

ranking system in the country. In this case, the PRC is the leading motivation. The system was 

intended to review employees based on the values of Enron (respect, integrity, communication, 

and excellence), but associates felt that the real measure was profit production. Employees were 

rated on a scale of 1-5, with 5s usually being fired within six months. The lower the PRC score, 

the closer one got to Skilling; the higher the score, the closer one got to being shown the door. 

Skilling’s division was known for replacing up to 15% of its workforce every year. In order to 

achieve good ratings, everyone was motivated to post earnings and get closer to 1 on the scale. 

The PRC created a hostile work environment, one in which the values of Enron were thrown to 

the side for the sake of profit production. Employees were constantly working in fear of falling 

on the wrong end of the scale and losing their job. The pressure put on the employees by the 

PRC would drive them to commit fraudulence in order to create profits.  

In the latter part of the 1990s, other energy companies began following Enron’s model. 

Enron started to lose its competitive advantage, along with its tremendous profit margins, but the 

end of 2000. Energy prices began to fall in the first quarter of 2001 and the world economy went 

into a recession, reducing the opportunity for the large trades that once made Enron so profitable.  
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The second leading motivation/pressure came from credit-rating agencies. Enron had to 

make sure its leverage ratios were within acceptable ranges. Enron used special purpose entities 

(SPEs) to access capital or hedge risk. By using SPEs, a company can increase leverage and 

ROA without reporting debt on the balance sheet. The company contributes assets and related 

debt to an SPE in exchange for interest. Under Fastow, the use of these SPEs was taken to a new 

level. Enron not only capitalized them with hard assets and liabilities, but also complex financial 

instruments, restricted stock, rights to acquire its stock, and related liabilities. These SPEs were 

used to “park” troubled assets declining in value. The above transactions were described in a 

footnote in Enron’s financial statements. Many analysts were skeptical and questioned the lack 

of transparency of Enron’s disclosures. One analyst noted “the notes just didn’t make sense, and 

we read notes for a living,” (Thomas, 2002). To compensate for downside risk, Enron promised 

shares of stock. The problem compounded when the value of Enron’s stock plummeted.  

From here, the company started to fall apart. In February 2001, Lay retired and named 

Skilling president and CEO. In March, Blockbuster announced the cancellation of its deal, and 

Enron’s stock fell to the mid $60s. After just six months, Skilling resigned, and the stock 

eventually fell below $30 a share. On October 16
th

, Enron announced its first quarterly loss in 

over four years after $1 billion in charges on poorly performing business. Enron also disclosed 

the reversal of a $1.2 billion entry to assets and equities the company had made. This disclosure 

got the SEC’s attention. On November 8
th

, Enron announced a restatement of its financial 

statements back to 1997 to reflect consolidation of the SPEs it had omitted and to book 

Andersen’s recommended adjustments from those years. This restatement resulted in an 

additional $628 million in liabilities and $591 million in losses over the four years as of the end 

of 2000. On November 30
th

, the stock closed at 26 cents a share.  
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The leading opportunity in this case was the corporate culture that was created by the 

PRC. Without this toxic work environment, employees wouldn’t have been forced to commit 

fraud to secure job safety. The core values that the company was built on were disregarded for 

profit production. This culture, coupled with the ability to manipulate the use of SPEs under 

Andrew Fastow’s leadership, led to the fraudulent activity in Enron.  

Rationalization for the fraud appears to have come from the pressure put on the company 

by credit-rating agencies. The company wanted to lower the debt ratio and increase return on 

assets, making the company more attractive to credit-rating agencies and investors. Through SPE 

manipulation, Fastow was able to achieve this. To continue to attract investors and impress 

credit-rating agencies, fraud had to be committed. This put pressure on Enron to do what it takes 

to keep up the image of Enron, which so happened to be Fastow’s complex SPE manipulations. 

His actions were rationalized as doing what was in the company’s best interest. Because of this 

rationalization, Fastow and the rest of the Enron team continued to commit fraud with immediate 

justification.  
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Conclusion 

The process of fully understanding why criminals commit illegal activities will take time. 

Experts are far from achieving this daunting task, however, accomplishing this feat could lower 

crime rates. Each human mind is unique, resulting in many different rationalizations for illegal 

behavior. However, if we know why people commit crime, we may be able to deter the illegal 

behavior. Specific to fraud, a breakthrough in this field would minimize the amount of money 

businesses lose due to fraudulent activity. Both producers and consumers can benefit from 

further research on this topic. Businesses could focus more on consumer satisfaction and 

consumers could focus more on their spending efforts.  

Although we may be far off, the effort is needed and will be well-rewarded. The business 

world, even society in general, can benefit from not having repeat cases of Enron and 

WorldCom, as the implications go far beyond just the companies themselves. We as a society 

must learn from the past and continue to do better, minimizing not only fraud, but illegal 

activities in general. 
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